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GPS PAPER 2 - SPELLING











ARITHMETIC

This test will only be 30 minutes

40 marks 

Four operations (including the order of operations), 
fractions, decimals and percentages

Speed!





REASONING PAPER 2 AND 3
40 minutes each

35 marks

These papers require children to demonstrate their mathematical knowledge and skills, as well as their ability to solve 
problems and their mathematical reasoning. They cover a wide range of mathematical topics from key stage 2 including,

Number and place value (including Roman numerals);

The four operations;

Geometry (properties of shape, position and direction);

Statistics;

Measurement (length, perimeter, mass, volume, time, money);

Algebra;

Ratio and proportion;

Fractions, decimals and percentages. 







WRITING

Teacher Assessed

Working Towards Standard

Working At Expected Standard

Greater Depth Standard

Children will complete assessed pieces of writing throughout the year 
which are marked against a criteria (features which need to be 
included)









Firstly, a positive attitude goes a long way. Give them as much encouragement and 
support as you can (but we don’t need to tell you that)!

Tips:

Don’t use past papers as they are used in school to prepare the children. 

Talk to your child about what they have been learning in school. 

Talk to your child’s class teacher if you have any concerns rather than worry your child.

Encourage your child to talk to their teacher or a trusted adult (including yourself) about 
their anxieties. Don’t forget that a small amount of anxiety is normal and not harmful.

Give your child a quiet, distraction free space to complete homework or study.

Give your child time to go outside and reduce screen time.

Ensure your child is eating and drinking well and getting a good amount of sleep.

Support your child with completing revision tasks. 



Further tips:

Plan something nice and fun for the weekends before and after SATs. This will help 
them to relax before the SATs and give them something to look forward to after. 

Create a revision timetable that works for you and your child. For some families, 10 
to 20 minute activities over a few days works best. For others, a longer study session 
one day a week might be better. 

Keep revision light. Going over key skills (times tables, real world mental maths as 
you are shopping or cooking) is a good way to keep revision light. 

As we said before, avoid using past papers. There are plenty of free or inexpensive 
SATs practice materials for parents available. 



SATS BREAKFAST

From Monday to Thursday during assessment week we will be 
offering breakfast to children before school.

Further information will be sent out in due course.  



ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY

Please ensure that your child is in school promptly and that no 
appointments are made for your child during this week. 

If your child is absent for an assessment, they will not be able to 
mix with any of the children in the year group until they have 
caught up with the assessments. 



ANY QUESTIONS

Please record any questions you have on a post-it note and we will 
circulate responses across the year group. 

THANK YOU!


